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Introduction

Have you ever taken an online course? If you have, you would be in good company. More than 5.5 million post-secondary students were enrolled in distance learning courses in Fall 2012. That number amounts to about a quarter of all students taking at least one course online (Department of Education, 2014). It is no wonder that about seventy percent of academic leaders believe that online learning is critical to their long-term strategy (Allen & Seaman, 2015).

In this environment, the university learning management system (LMS) has become an “integral, behind-the-scenes player” to course management (Lang & Pirani, 2014). The LMS is especially critical for fully online programs where instruction is delivered asynchronously through the web so that students can participate when and where they choose. For these programs, the LMS has become the technical backbone for course delivery, instructor facilitation, student interaction, and community building. Of the many LMSs used in higher education, Blackboard leads the market share at more than 50 percent (Lang & Pirani, 2014).

As online students in Boise State University’s graduate program in Organizational Performance and Workplace Learning, we have experienced firsthand the benefits and challenges of a fully online education. Then, in the spring 2015 semester when we were enrolled in a Needs Assessment class with Dr. Don Winiecki, we had opportunity to conduct a needs assessment at a university to make recommendations to help improve onboarding of current and new university students into their new LMS. This article describes our approach.

The client

Mid-Atlantic State University (MASU) (pseudonym) is a public university located in the United States. The Department of Organizational Leadership and Development (OL&D) (pseudonym) at the university began a rollout of Blackboard to replace its previous use of a homegrown LMS to deliver courses for the OL&D distance learning programs. The decision to migrate to Blackboard had operational, tactical, and strategic bases. For example, as a web-based system, Blackboard is more in line with technological advances that students and instructors have come to expect from a commercial LMS. In addition, because MASU supports Blackboard throughout the university, adopting this LMS shifts licensing and support costs away from the OL&D Department.
Why conduct a needs assessment?

By the Fall 2015 semester, all courses offered by the OL&D Department were planned to transition from a home-grown LMS to the Blackboard LMS. The rollout of the Blackboard LMS presented an organizational need to prepare OL&D students to meet course objectives through this new LMS.

The purposes of the needs assessment were as follows:

• Objective 1: Identify Blackboard LMS tasks that would enable students to participate in and contribute to courses as required by the curriculum.

• Objective 2: Identify actionable solutions and support that would help students successfully execute those tasks in the Blackboard LMS.

Any solutions we recommended should be possible to implement within the resource limitations and authority of the OL&D department and support services at the university level.

A systematic approach to data collection and analysis

As a field of practice, performance improvement focuses on outcomes that are accomplished through a process that is both systematic and systemic. The flow of activity in the Society for Performance Improvement (ISPI) performance improvement/HPT model (Van Tiem, Mosely, & Dessinger, 2012) illustrates this process. This model proved important, at a high level, for helping us to choose appropriate tools to support data collection and analysis. Though this project was primarily operational, it also had tactical and strategic influences that we needed to consider, as described below.

Step 1: Align systematic data collection with a needs assessment process

According to Schensul and LeCompte (2013), data collection occurs in a continuum. The process is best accomplished by starting with more general and open-ended methods (for example, observations and exploratory interviews). Analysis of these data informs each subsequent phase of data collection, which in turn becomes more detailed and focused on factors that are critical to satisfying needs (for example, structured interviews and surveys). New discoveries during each of these phases of assessment can result in recursive looping through this continuum at successively deeper levels.

As an early step in our process, our team decided to follow this approach to data collection and analysis methods. We began by conducting open-ended interviews with the OL&D client, observing student behavior in the LMS, and monitoring a discussion area in an LMS course where students voiced challenges and concerns. We then moved systematically through more targeted interviews, eventually asking very specific questions about Blackboard tasks in a survey, as well as some open-ended questions to capture comments. The data collected on this survey prompted us to ask a mix of targeted with some open-ended questions in follow-up interviews with students. We integrated this approach with the identify – analyze – decide process for a needs assessment (Watkins, Meiers, & Visser, 2012, pp. 46-53), as illustrated in Figure 1.
Step 2. Ask the question: Is there a performance problem?

Three faculty members with Blackboard experience piloted courses in the LMS during the Fall 2014 and Spring 2015 semesters. Based on their experiences and student feedback, faculty expressed concern over student readiness for coursework with Blackboard. The rollout of the Blackboard LMS presented an opportunity to prepare OL&D students to use Blackboard in a way that would allow them to address objectives in this new LMS.

From the data collected as described above, we identified a perceived gap. To verify that a problem did indeed exist, we used Harless’ 13 Questions (1973) as a framework for asking questions while triangulating data from the variety of sources we previously described. Table 1 outlines the actual versus desired performance that resulted from this analysis.

Table 1. Defining the Gap

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Desired Performance</th>
<th>Target Population</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Standard</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What we want OL&amp;D students...</td>
<td>...to do is to perform tasks in Blackboard...</td>
<td>...in a way that results in successful accomplishment of course requirements.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actual Performance</td>
<td>What OL&amp;D students...</td>
<td>...are doing now is using Blackboard...</td>
<td>...but are unable to jump right into the course requirements without first figuring out how to use the LMS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Step 3. Adopt a systematic and systemic approach to cause analysis

We used the Behavior Engineering Model (BEM) (Gilbert, 1978) to provide an exploratory framework for cause analysis and the Synchronized Analysis Model (SAM) (Marker, 2007) to help us to identify interventions at various organizational and individual/worker levels. As a result, we moved back and forth between the BEM and SAM as we considered barriers to performance (Figure 2). This process reflected the recursive process that we had identified for data collection.

![Figure 2. How we used several frameworks to analyze the data.]

Identifying interventions and recommendations

As our data collection matured, we began to more clearly understand needs, formulated potential interventions, and, from those, weighed each potential interview to determine the most appropriate recommendations.

Step 4. Address Objective 1 - An actionable list of tasks

Through task analysis (Watkins, Meiers, & Visser, 2012), we identified a list of tasks that students must be able to perform to successfully complete course activities. To create this list, we triangulated data gathered by:

- Discussing successful Blackboard practices with a focus group of experienced Blackboard users: In this focus group, we identified the tasks required of these users during their combined 52 credits taken through Blackboard.

- Observing the tasks OL&D students asked about and those tasks for which professors provided resources (such as job aids) in the actual course.

- Reviewing the tasks in the homegrown LMS orientation that have a similar function in Blackboard.
• Monitoring the tasks students discussed in an open forum called “Blackboard Suggestion Box” that we set up in one of the classes.

• Interviewing faculty and students about their experiences and expectations for use of Blackboard.

• Distributing a survey to collect data about perceptions of current OL&D students with experience using Blackboard.

To make the task list actionable, we first verified the task list with the three instructors who had piloted courses in the LMS. Then we developed a multicriteria analysis to weight the task list based on a series of factors (as shown in Table 2). These factors gave us an overall total for the importance of a task, which helped us to prioritize the list (see Figure 3).

Table 2. Coding the “Importance” of a Task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>How</th>
<th>Scale</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>How often in the semester a student must complete this task?</td>
<td>Scaled from rarely (0) to each time the course database is accessed (3).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>When in the semester a student must complete this task?</td>
<td>Scaled from after the first two weeks (0) to before the course begins (2).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential to affect grade</td>
<td>Does the ability to do this task directly affect a grade?</td>
<td>No (0) or yes (1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ability</td>
<td>Do students feel they can do this task independently (without any form of assistance) early in the semester?</td>
<td>Calculated as a ratio: Total number of respondents divided by the number who stated they could complete the task without assistance at the beginning of the semester.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3. Excerpt of the Blackboard task list.
Step 5: Address Objective 2, Interventions to support making the task list actionable

Determining task priority was key to our second objective, which was to identify actionable solutions and support that would help students successfully execute the tasks in the Blackboard LMS.

As a result of our BEM/SAM exploration, we identified a set of interventions to support student performance at the point of need. We then developed a set of criteria for weighting the interventions and prioritized the intervention by average rating (see Table 3).

Table 3. Prioritized List of Interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Provide a performance support approach to course orientation (beginning in startup week) with ongoing contextual support.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Develop a “common enough” Blackboard template to help students form a mental model of course structure without limiting faculty course design needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>When communicating the switch from the homegrown LMS to Blackboard LMS, relate the change in LMS to student professional goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Develop an OL&amp;D Blackboard support portal as a central knowledgebase for job aids and videos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Begin the onboarding process with a Blackboard orientation (“boot camp”).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 (alternative)</td>
<td>Skip the Blackboard orientation and begin with a course orientation and knowledgebase.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step 6. Make recommendations

Based on our previous analysis, we recommended the set of interventions in sequence as shown in Figure 4 that we thought would provide the highest quality learning experience for OL&D students.
This path supported the OL&D mission of providing high-touch coaching for Blackboard. It also supported students in becoming comfortable with high-priority tasks – such as understanding OL&D course structure, navigation, and posting – before adding the pressures of course activities. As a result, students would be better able to contribute to discussions and other course activities right away, which were critical course goals for all instructors.

An alternative recommendation was to roll out the program without a Blackboard orientation. Instead, support would begin with a course orientation along with the other support in the previous recommendation (removing step three from the list in Figure 4). This alternative balances instructional and organizational issues, but has risks such as: (1) students must learn Blackboard while engaging in course activities and (2) less experienced faculty would not be able to rely on students having a base knowledge of Blackboard.

Results to date

After receiving our recommendations, the client began working with the MASU Learning Technologies Office (LTO), the group that supports Blackboard users across the entire university. LTO felt the team’s recommendations had broad applicability for all university students, not just those in the OL&D department. During the first phase of implementing our recommendations, LTO produced and rolled out a set of Blackboard supports and job aids for each item in the task list we developed. LTO made these job aids available on a common website for Blackboard support and through links that appear in every Blackboard course. These job aids formed an anchor for each of the other recommended levels of support:

- Announcements about the migration to Blackboard included references to these support materials.
• Design of courses was consistent with the way Blackboard tasks were referenced in these support materials.
• Prototyped orientation materials referenced these support materials.
• Support materials are always accessible within the context of a Blackboard course.

The results have demonstrated a measurably positive impact on student performance in using Blackboard. For example:

1. On the first day of Fall 2015 classes, the Blackboard student help website received 10 times more page views than the best previous semester. (This increase could also be the result of more courses using Blackboard for course delivery.)
2. Blackboard student help resources saw more web traffic in the first week of class this fall than the entire spring semester.
3. For the first time ever, student help articles are in the top 10 articles viewed across all LTO resources.
4. The Blackboard help desk has received fewer phone and email support requests. In particular, the number of high-cost support requests has reduced.
5. Students in the OL&D department are reporting fewer difficulties with Blackboard.

Summary
By following the systematic and systemic process for conducting needs assessment that we learned in the needs assessment class, our team of graduate students in the Organizational Performance and Workplace Learning graduate program at Boise State University was able to provide advice that added value to the LMS onboarding experience for Mid-Atlantic State University and its students. The client also partnered with the Learning Technology Office at MASU, who produced a key component of our recommended interventions that served as an anchor for other interventions. The Learning Technology Office at MASU has conducted a preliminary analysis of evaluation data, which indicates that these interventions have been successful in accomplishing goals of the OL&D department at MASU and also had positive impact on student support services for the university and its students overall.
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